Industry overview

OpenText Legal Solutions

Efficiently manage legal content, optimize processes to reduce spending and mitigate risk associated with legal obligations and regulatory demands.

As organizations seek an information advantage, Legal professionals face a number of hurdles. Under pressure to drive operational excellence, law departments and their outside counsel strive to increase productivity, reduce costs and limit time spent on low-value work. Inability to effectively leverage work product and content hinders data-driven decision-making, repurposing information and retaining useful knowledge to improve performance. Heightened regulatory and compliance concerns extend legal responsibilities to include information governance, data privacy and security.

Securely access and manage legal content

Optimize eDiscovery and leverage AI for investigations, litigation and regulatory compliance

Lead information governance, security and compliance initiatives

The OpenText advantage

With an unmatched suite of advanced and integrated Legal, compliance and governance solutions, OpenText provides Legal professionals with rapid and actionable insight into their data. These solutions enable attorneys around the world to optimize processes, manage legal content, improve eDiscovery management, better manage spending and tackle a wide range of legal and compliance issues to meet business demands.

Securely access and manage legal content

Legal professionals need fast, powerful and flexible ways to find and share content and legal documents to improve productivity. OpenText Legal solutions provide secure, centralized enterprise content management to capture, govern, find and securely collaborate on sensitive legal work product and content for efficient day-to-day operations. As a result, organizations can better share work product and matter-centric legal documents with the confidence that private and confidential data is protected.

Success story

Fox Entertainment Group needed to replace its antiquated technology for handling legal documents related to creative content that offered insufficient search capabilities. By deploying OpenText™ eDOCS, Fox Legal professionals can now organize agreements, contracts and other files in a centralized repository to improve collaboration and accessibility of information across the business.
Optimize eDiscovery and AI for investigations, litigation and regulatory compliance

OpenText Legal solutions provide comprehensive capabilities to support the complete eDiscovery lifecycle. The solutions offer a suite of end-to-end technology and services that streamline how Legal teams identify, preserve, collect, search and investigate data to manage legal obligations. With advanced analytics, artificial intelligence and content analysis, Legal professionals can achieve cost and time savings, improve realtime decision-making on matters, budget and spend, and gain flexibility to perform early case assessment to set strategy and mine data.

**Success story**

As one of the largest property and casualty insurers in the United States, Liberty Mutual is routinely involved in litigation, compliance and regulatory matters involving data from tens of thousands of custodians. To efficiently and defensibly collect data, Liberty Mutual relies on OpenText EnCase eDiscovery to standardize processes and provide consistent, defensible data preservation and collection. As a result, the global insurer has brought forensic collection technology in house, enabling it to standardize processes across matters, leverage institutional knowledge and grow operational efficiencies—all while dramatically cutting third-party costs.

Lead information governance, security and compliance initiatives

Legal professionals are increasingly advising and protecting their businesses and clients on a growing range of information governance issues, including threats posed by cybersecurity and data privacy obligations. OpenText solutions help legal departments and their businesses mitigate risk and foster defensible dispositions. These solutions can also improve their ability to identify, classify and remediate sensitive and private information and help lawyers work with information security professionals to protect their business from cybersecurity attacks and insider threats.